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EDITOR'S NOTE.
Elizabeth A. Little
The objects of the Society shall be to stimulate the study of
Archaeology, particularly in Massachusetts; to promote and encourage
scientific research in this field, to conserve archaeological sites,
data and artifacts; to assist in the dissemination of archaeological
information; to seek through education to substitute intelligent work
for careless and misdirected archaeological activity; to seek to
prevent the collection of archaeological specimens for commercial
purposes; to serve as a bond among all students of archaeology; and
to foster a more rational public understanding of the aims and limits
of archaeological research (Constitution of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society, Inc., Article I [1939]).
The society's objects proposed in 1939 are still very relevant in 1988 and many
are addressed in this issue of the Bulletin. Mr. Pyle describes an important part of
the archaeological activities of a natural science museum: collecting the publications
which constitute a data base for regional archaeology. Mr. Otto has contributed a
report on an important coastal archaic site. Site reports, the basis for regional
studies, are mainstays of the Bulletin. Dr. Robbins remembers the contributions of a
past president of the society. Dr. Hoffman has assembled a remarkable number of
carbon-14 dates from Massachusetts, many of which have been difficult to obtain
heretofore. His table of dates provides a framework for research into the prehistory
of the Commonwealth, and can help us reach a number of the objects of the society.
And, finally, we are always glad to hear from a reader, Mr. Sargent, with informed
opinion on an unusual artifact described by Philip Brady in the 1987 Bulletin (48:22-
23).
As Dr. Hoffman notes in his article, a comparison of C-14 dates requires their
calibration in terms of parameters such as C-14 half-life and C-13 corrections, which
have differed in the past and, in some cases, still differ between laboratories.
Therefore, the Massachusetts Archaeological Society requires that radiocarbon ages
obtained by chapters with matching funds from the Society shall be reported in full
in the BUlletin. Below is an example of a radiocarbon age report which includes
details required for interpretation (see also references in Hoffman, this issue).
Radiocarbon Age: Paquette Site, Warren, MAS# M31-NW-20, MHC# 19-WR-66.
Sample: Charcoal from Feature C, a basin-shaped hearth (Field Catalogue #01-
27) associated with a Snook Kill projectile point (Field Cat. #01-34). 6 13C =
-25.6 0/00. Carbon-14 half-life: 5570 yrs. Carbon-13 corrected sample age
(radiocarbon years before 1950): 361P±90 B.P. (GX-12870). The "date corres-
ponds very closely to other dates for Snook Kill in the Northeast" (John
Pretola, Norwottuck Chapter, MAS Matching Funds Application, 1986).
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A CAPE COD DATA BASE
Jonathan W. Pyle
Members of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society take note. A special collection
of books and periodicals dedicated to the study of archaeology on Cape Cod can be found
within the Clarence L. Hay Library of the Cape Cod Museum of Natural History located
along Route 6A in Brewster, Massachusetts.
Five years ago this data base and the museum's work area for artifact examination did
not exist. Since 1982 the data base and work area, both of which provide information
related to on-going field investigations, together have become a center for archaeological
research at the Cape Cod Museum of Natural History.
That the center exists at all was due to the cooperative efforts of the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society, Cape Cod Chapter, and the staff at the Cape Cod Museum of
Natural History. Several Cape Cod Chapter members have played influential roles in its
development.
Marie O. Eteson, director of past digs on Cape Cod, began the classification of Cape
Cod artifacts in the various collections housed under the care of the museum. In recent
year:; archaeologist Fred Dunford has continued this undertaking during the summer.
The author, a professional librarian, with assistance from Marilyn Crary, shouldered
the responsibility for cataloging the library materials that in time were to become the
present day data base. Together they, with help from the museum librarian, found a home
for the data base inside the Hay Library. The author continues the cataloging efforts in
1987.
Several boxes of books and magazines from John Gaston, Cape Cod Chapter, and Dr.
George R. Horner, former president of the Society, made the data base possible. Since
1982 museum library purchases and donations of relevant literature from interested people
have increased the holdings in the data base to 176 volumes and four incomplete sets of
archaeological periodicals. Future growth of this valuable resource is anticipated.
Today the data base is called the "Archaeology Collection." Some books tell the
international story of archaeology. Others explain the relation of anthropology to archae-
ology. Still others are site reports from all over the globe. The collection also contains
books on the history of the American Indian as well as accounts of the arrival of the first
Europeans to set foot in the new world.
The "Archaeology Collection" is incomplete. While its books have been cataloged, the
periodicals have not. In order to finish the data base, an index for periodicals was begun.
This year the index, emphasizing excavations east of the Mississippi River, is being entered
on the museum's computer. Eventually, by pushing a key, the user will find an article in
the Bulletin of· the Massachusetts Archaeological Society, Man in the Northeast, Archaeol-
ogy of Eastern North America or Bulletin of the Archaeological Society of Connecticut, in
the same way that books are located through the library card catalog.
Who uses the "Archaeology Collection"? Mostly students enrolled in the museum's
summer archaeology program and Cape Codders anxious to learn the region's archaeological
Copyright 1988 by Jonathan W. Pyle
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heritage. And you can, too. Museum hours: 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. seven days a week
except over winter when it is closed all day Sunday and Monday (617-896-3867). There is
an admission charge.
RECENT ACQUISITIONS
Beaudry, Mary C., and Stephen A. Mrozowski (Editors)
1987 Life at the Boarding Houses. Interdisciplinary Investigations of the Boot! Mills,
Lowell. MA, volume 1. CRMS #18, National Park Service, Boston.
Borstel, Christopher L.
1985 The 1983 Excavations at 19BN281. Chapters in the Archaeology of Cape Cod, II.
CRMS #12, National Park Service, Boston.
McManamon, Francis P. (Editor)
1984 Results of the Cape Cod National Seashore Archaeological Survey 1979-1981.
Chapters in the Archaeology of Cape Cod, I, volumes I, 2. CRMS #8, National
Park Service, Boston.
1985 The Historic Period and Historic Period Archaeology. Chapters in the Archaeology
of Cape Cod, III. CRMS #13, National Park Service, Boston.
1986 The Indian Neck Ossuary. Chapters in the Archaeology of Cape Cod, V. CRMS
#17, National Park Service, Boston.
IN MEMORIAM: VIGGO C. PETERSEN
Maurice Robbins
Mr. Viggo C. Petersen, president of the Massachusetts Archaeological Society, Inc.,
1960-1962, passed away on December II, 1987. Life-time residents of Marion, Massachus-
etts, Mr. and Mrs. Petersen owned and operated Petersen's Ice Cream Shop, which was
widely known throughout the area. Mr. and Mrs. Petersen (Dorothy) were very active in
the affairs of the society. They were among the founding members of the Sippican
Chapter, which held its meetings for many years at Mr. Petersen's place of business.
Viggo served that chapter as chairman for several terms and he, with his wife, participated
in the excavations carried out in Rochester, West Wareham and Marion. The Petersens
were also active in the Marion Natural History Society. In addition to the Sippican
Chapter, Mr. and Mrs. Petersen were members of the Warren K. Moorehead Chapter of
Attleboro and took part in that chapter's work at the Titicut Site in Bridgewater. Later,
when the Cohannet Chapter was organized, the Petersens became members of that group
and worked at the Fort Hill Site in Middleboro and the Wapanucket site. Mr. Petersen
served as a pharmacist mate in the U. S. Navy during World War II, spending considerable
time at sea in the Pacific area. Viggo is survived by his wife, a sister, and a son, Curt
Petersen, as well as several grandchildren.
Copyright 1988 by Maurice Robbins
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THE HATHAWAY SITE, ROCKY NOOK, KINGSTON, MASSACHUSETTS:
A SMALL LATE ARCHAIC SITE NEAR THE COAST.
Bernard A. Otto
INTRODUCTION
This site is located on property owned by Isaac and Mary Hathaway, brother and
sister, which has been in their family for generations (Figure 1). The land, part of .the
Rocky Nook peninsula, consists of seventeen acres (7 hectares), including four acres (1.6
hectares) of marsh, and is bounded on all four sides by an old stone wall. To the west
lies an extensive marsh through which flows the Jones River, and northeasterly is Kingston
Bay.
The Hathaway property is, indeed, as rocky as its place name implies, with numerous
ledges and outcroppings. It also contains gentle valleys, rises and oc~asional level areas,
and has good drainage. It is heavily wooded with cedar, oak, maple and brush, and dense
briars. Old photos show that the fields were once cleared; several large pasture pines have
endured. The property is split by a winding cartroad leading from Howland's Lane to the
edge of the marsh. Walking along the cartroad one day, I noticed several felsite and
quartz chips. The Hathaways, aware that the region is a focus of development that often
destroys archaeological sites, generously granted me excavation privileges, for which I am
deeply appreciative.
Extensive testing in the spring of 1977 showed that rich, brown, fine, sandy loam
throughout the property ranged in depth from four inches to two feet (10 to 60 cm) atop a
KINGSTON
BAY
Figure 1. Locus o( Hathaway Site, near the mouth of Jones River, Kingston, Massachusetts.
Copyright 1988 by Bernard A. Otto
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yellowish tan soil. Most of the area revealed some evidence of occupation: a few
scattered flakes, fire burnt cobbles and charcoal granules. The most prolific evidence in
testing was on a small shelf overlooking the marsh where the drop-off to the marsh is
about seven feet (2.1 m) (Figure 2). Easterly behind this briar and wooded shelf, the land
gently rises, leveling off to another dense brush and briar growth.
EXCAVATION PROCEDURE.
Beginning in the summer of 1977, Robert Po and I excavated at this site, weather and
other activities permitting, until the fall of 1983. For recording purposes, I designated the
part of the site on the shelf as Section 7, and that part atop the upper elevation as
Section 8, the two sections making up the entire site (Figure 3). We worked under
extremely difficult conditions because of the forest cover and the stoney subsoil. After
laying out a north/south base line, using high grade pointing trowels, hand axes, pruning
shears, grub hoes, and mattocks, we excavated between the tree roots wherever feasible.
Where it was not possible to excavate in horizontal planes, we resorted to vertical shaving.
Occasionally, to observe third stage reduction waste (small direct pressure flakes) and
deposited fill of refuse pits, the soil was screened. Vertical distribution of artifacts varied
only between eight and 12 inches (20 to 30 cm) below ground level on the average, except
as noted in features.
Stratigraphy. As can be seen in Figure 4, except for where the briars were rooted in four
inches (l0 cm) of loam, Section 7 had a thin covering of leaves and dead branches. A
profile revealed a dark brown loam averaging six to 12 inches (15 to 30 cm) in depth
overlying a subsoil of yellowish tan stony sand, which extended down two or more feet (60
cm) to a gray clay-like deposit. Section 8 was up-slope to the briar and brush line.
There, clump grass was the ground cover. Beneath the grass sod, the subsoil had a depth
of up to 2 1/2 feet (75 cm) with fewer stones than Section 7, and rested directly on
glacial till.
Occupational Debris. Chipping waste, fairly well distributed throughout Section 7 in the
lower zone of the loam, extended into the subsoil several inches (up to 20 cm). Although
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Figure 2. Topographical Profile of Hathaway Site, looking north, showing Sections 7 and 8.
One foot is approximately one third of a meter, and one meter is about three feet.
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Figure 3. Plan view showing limits of excavation and feature locations in Section 7 (6,760








Figure 4. East/West Stratigraphical Profile (I foot = 0.3m).
evidence were argillite, slate, siltstone, feldspar and quartzite. Fire-burnt cobbles were
well distributed throughout the section. Section 8 contained very little chipping waste
except in and around charcoal stained pits detected first at the top of the subsoil. No
artifacts or stone anvils were present. Except in hearths and earth ovens, fire-burnt
cobbles in Section 8 were less common than in Section 7.
/
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Section 7 (Figures 5, 6, and 7).
FEATURES.
7
Feature I - A three-piece tool kit consisting of a gouge (Fig. 13:6), a small chipped and
pecked hatchet (Fig. 13:8), and a small stemmed flint knife, all lying close together. The
gouge is typically archaic with a use-polished shallow concave bit, poll end missing. The
chipped and pecked hatchet shows secondary use on one surface as a whet stone. The
brownish-black flint knife is broad bladed and is two inches (5 cm) in length. This feature
was recovered at the lower terminus of the topsoil.
Feature II - Below ground level and resting in the subsoil, a one-foot (0.3 m) roundish
rock beneath which a large elongated celt was hidden, bit end missing and restored by me
(Fig. 15:5). In proximity to the same rock, a stone hearth with charcoal present lay six
inches (15 cm) below the terminus of the topsoil. In association with this hearth were
seven artifacts: a chipped hatchet, a quartzite trianguloid knife, an argillite stemmed
Wading River-type point, a small sharpening stone with incised markings, an end scraper, a
quartz stemmed Wading River-type point, and part of a pecked and ground tool, possibly a
gouge.
Feature III - A pocketed concentration of percussion chips and pressure flakes of a tan
and brown mottled material at one end of a boulder two feet (0.6 m) in diameter below
ground level and resting in the subsoil. Lying at the bottom of this pocket eight inches
(20 cm) in the subsoil was a well-made, large, broad-bladed Brewerton notched eared
triangular point (Fig. 9:1) made of the same mottled material as the waste flakes. This is
unique because it displayed the complete reduction process and the finished product.
Because the Brewerton point was lying at the extreme bottom of the chipping mass, it
seems to indicate that it was purposely concealed.
Feature IV - A well-defined earth oven. The top of the hearth was one foot (0.3 m) across
and its structure terminated in a basin-shaped bottom two feet (0.6 m) into the subsoil.
Just barely off to one side of the bottom of this oven feature were two felsite notched
eared Brewerton points three inches (8 cm) apart (Fig. 9:11,12).
Feature V - A quartz reduction station, yielding more than four hundred flakes, spalls and
exhausted cores, all within an eight by ten foot (2.4 m x 3.1 m) area.
Feature VI - At the Northwest end of a large, flat-topped boulder, three feet (0.9 m)
across, situated well into the subsoil, a small gouge with polished, shallow, concave bit
(Fig. 13:7) along with an oval, flat, decorative stone of dark green slate with finely worked
serrations along one edge (Fig. 13:9). On one of its highly polished flats were incised
random markings.
Feature VII - A stone hearth, with the presence of charcoal, using a good-sized rock in
situ. Slabs of stone set on edge in the subsoil formed a rough rectangle. There were
several of these types of hearths. Chipping debris usually accompanied the hearth struc-
tures, along with occasional projectile points.
Feature VIII - At the extreme easterly edge of the shelf at the base of a gradual slope,
large size stones in situ chinked with smaller stones and slabs forming rough semi-circles;
evidence of fires built within; four of these hearths, some touching, some a foot or more
apart, all on and well into the subsoil. Below the base of two of these hearths was a good
concentration of large, heavy, percussion, felsite flakes. With this chipping mass were half
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Figure 5. Schematic Sketches of Section 7 Features I, II, III, IV.
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F ea ture VIII.
Figure 6. Schematic Sketches of Section 7 Features V, VI, VII, VIII (I ft: a.3m; I 10: 2.5cm)
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Figure 7. Schematic Sketches of Section 7 Features IX, X, XI, XII, XIII (l ft: 0.3m; 1 in:
2.54cm).
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fragments of six large, ovate, stemless knives of the same felsite, broken in the final
stages of reduction and rejected. I fitted and glued the broken pieces together to form
seven whole blades with some minor restoration (Fig. 12:1,2,3,4,6,7). With the blades was
one rough, felsite, trianguloid knife (Fig. 12:5) and one felsite scraper.
Feature IX - In association with a small stone hearth situated on and in the subsoil, a
classic, knobbed weight or plummet (Fig. 13:1) recovered several inches (5-8 cm) below the
hearth.
Feature X - Toward the northeast, 50 feet (15 m) away from the shelf excavations, was a
small area free of briars directly above the marsh (Fig. 3). Here I found a heavy concen-
tration in the subsoil of large, green argillite, heavy percussion flakes with cores and
spa lIs. There were no finished artifacts in this excavated area of roughly 12 by IS feet
(3.7 m x 4.6 m). Evidently this was a work area for roughing out bifaces and preforms for
finishing elsewhere. There was one charcoal stained pit with this feature.
Feature XI - Ten feet (3.1 m) away from feature V was a small, charcoal-stained pit, and,
close by, a full grooved hammer stone (Fig. 15:1). There was no battering evidence
discernible on either end.
Feature XII - In the briar area close to the stone wall and marsh, a concentration of large
stones in situ with occasional chinking. Fires had been built within their natural cavities.
This rocky area was below ground level and resting in the subsoil. Excavation was
extremely difficult after the briar growth was removed. Quartz chips were prolific among
the rocks, and a number of Squibnocket quartz triangles were recovered. Two plummets
were found here, one classic and one crude, and a heavy, crude, end-notched weight (Fig.
18) weighing 9 1/2 pounds, probably used as a canoe anchor.
Feature XIII - Two large spades made of slabs from a local outcrop, the largest measuring
12 inches (30 cm) long by 4 inches (10 cm) wide at its distal end; the other, 9 1/2 inches
(24 cm) long and 5 inches (13 cm) wide (Fig. 17: I,2). The blade ends were chipped to a
rough cutting edge suitable for digging. My guess is that they were not hafted but were
hand spades with enough basal room for a two-handed grasp.
Section 8 (Figure 8).
Situated above Section 7, easterly at the top of the upper elevation (Fig. 3), was a
profusion of charcoal-stained pits, 25 in all. Vertical profiles indicated that additional pits
exist outside the area of the Section 8 excavation. Originating in the lower zone of the
topsoil horizon, the pits had varied diameters and depths. Some terminated a foot (0.3 m)
to more than four feet (1.2 m) into the subsoil. A few of these pits held a small percen-
tage of fire-fractured stones, and others none at all, especially the deeper ones. There
were very few artifacts and chips. Two pits had a small handful of broken soft shell clams
in their round basal cavity, while the two deepest pits had a very soft, gray deposit (not
ash) at the extreme bottom levels. Three pits are futher described below (Fig. 8).
Feature I - A large stone hearth or earth oven with a three-foot (0.9 m) oral diameter, the
only one in this section, with many incinerated cobbles in its cavity. Originally noted in
the lower zone of the topsoil, its basin shape penetrated two feet (0.6 m) into the lower
sub-zone.
Feature II. Two bar-shaped pestles in the basal level of a four-foot (1.2 m) deep, black
pit recovered in a soft gray deposit. One pestle was well ground and polished; the other
semi-finished with polish on one side only.
12
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Figure 8. Schematic Sketches of Section 8 Features I, II, III (": inch: 2.54 cm; ': foot: 0.3 m).
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Feature III. At the bottom of the other deep pit, a pestle-like tool stood straight up in a
soft gray deposit 4 1/2 feet (1.4 m) below ground level. This basalt, eight inch (20 cm)
long, pecked and ground tool (Fig. 15:6) is oval shaped and has concave channels on its
flattened sides. Its ends exhibit use polish. This implement saw double usage as a pounder
and a nut/seed grinding tool used with a fist-sized muller.
INTERPRETATION.
Section 7.
Using typology I conclude from the assemblage of artifacts that Late Archaic peoples
were the site occupants. Eighty percent of the projectiles are small quartz Squibnocket
triangular points, indicating a predominate quartz coastal industry. Brewerton type points
are also well represented: quartz notched-eared triangles, and well made felsite notched,
eared specimens. Four Otter Creek points along with the classic plummets and shallow
concave-bitted gouges also indicate the Late Archaic. Five broken barrel-type perforated
atlatl weights (three of which I restored), four broken perforated winged-type atlatl
weights (one of which I restored) and three notched-type atlatl weights, a total of 12,
suggest Late Archaic occupancy. A small grooved gouge was an uncommon find. Wading
River-type stemmed points, notched-eared drills and Genessee-type lance heads and knives
also support a Late Archaic time assessment. Compare the Bear Swamp Site, which also
had numerous quartz triangular points, small stem points, four atlatl weights, and a
radiocarbon age of 4,640 ±80 years (Staples and Athearn 1969), and the Charlestown
Meadows Site, where Feature 51 with a radiocarbon date of 5100 ±250 years, contained
much quartz debitage and a Vosburg point (Hoffman 1984).
Section 8.
The large number of charcoal-stained pits that proliferated the area appear to have
been food preparation loci. The pits may have been in-ground fire places and earth ovens
with very little use of heating stones. The blackish-stained fill suggests that the pits were
later used for depositing refuse. The three pestle-like tools that were found in the basal
cavities of the two deep pits are perplexing. The soft gray deposits in which they reposed
suggest some sort of decayed organic material. In one of the pits the pecked and ground
tool stood straight up on its end, and in the other pit the two bar-type tools lay hori-
zontally together. I am inclined to postulate that these features represent some sort of
ritual.
COMMENTS.
Many of the notched eared Brewerton points have one basal ear lopped (compare
Hoffman 1980). These ears are very skillfully worked and the lop is not a reduction
accident. Lopping one ear may have enhanced a more secure cross-lashing in the hafting
process.
Six of the 12 broken perforated-barrel and winged atlatl weights were deliberately
battered into pieces and the fragments widely scattered. Battering evidence is visible on
the fragments. Why this is so is a mystery to me. These time-consuming drilled weights,
highly ground and polished, were too valuable to be randomly destroyed. Perhaps some
sort of conflict occurred.
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The site close to the marsh and river offered good seasonal habitation potential, and
good drainage. The river would have yielded spring-run shad and alewife and fall-run
salmon. The occupants made little use of shellfish. Although the harbor today has clams,
quahogs and other mollusca, sea level in this region 4000 years ago was 12 to 24 feet (4 to
8 m) lower and correspondingly further away from the site than today (Oldale 1986).
Open exposure to coastal winter storms would probably have limited occupancy from
early spring to late fall to a small group of people who revisited from time to time
depending on the availability of firewood. It wouldn't have taken long to exhaust an area
of limb falls and dead branches in fuel foraging. The knobbed weights or plummets would
indica te fishing activities. Vertical distribution of artifacts varied very little at this
undisturbed site; nor was there any evidence of any overlying Woodland culture.
The diagnostic Late Archaic artifacts that we recovered compare favorably with those of
Ritchie's explorations on Martha's Vineyard 1964-1967 (Ritchie 1969). He excavated
exclusively in stratified shell middens, in which the lower strata revealed triangular and
stemmed projectile points of the Squibnocket complex along with the Wadmg River stemmed
points, predomina tely of quartz (Ritchie 1969: 216-217).
Lithic material for weaponry and tools utilized at th.-: Hathaway site and other local
coastal sites could have been obtained from the cobble-strewn sea shores and beaches
without travel to quarries. At these locales I have researched and located varieties of
quartz, color phases of felsites, slate, argillite, quartzite, siltstone, sandstone, basalt, and
granite cobbles, to name a few. First stage reduction waste and spent cores often show
the rind of beach stones. Further evidence of beach collecting was the specially selected
unutilized sand- and water-worn materials common throughout the Hathaway site. Oval
granite beach cobbles were used as percussors in heavy percussion stages.
The records and more than five hundred diagnostic artifacts, excluding many broken
points, which were recovered at this relatively small site are in our possession.
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TABLE I. ARTIFACT RECOVERIES FROM SECTIONS 7 AND 8, HATHAWAY SITE.
Projectile Points:
Q..1artz rotched eared Br~rton triangular 36
Felsite, etc., rotched eared Br~rton triangular 30
Q..1artz Squibrocket triangular 148
Felsite, etc., Squi.brocket triangular 32
Q..1artz Squibrocket sternred 20
Felsite, etc., Wading River sternred 25
Argillite Otter Creek 4
Meadowood 1
Spear or L3n:e Heads:
Argillite, felsite, quartzite, Geresee type 6
Knives:
Felsite, etc., sternred, stemless, ovate, trianguloid 30
Scrapers:
Q..1artz sternred em scrapers 15
Q..1artz side am thuIbnail 25
Felsite, etc., sternred em scrapers 19
Whetstone, Sharpening:
Slate, shale, am other material 12
Crude Heavy Notched Weigpts:
Large fishing 1
Heavy. elongated (9.5 lbs.) 1
Harrrrerstones. percussors: Granite, diabase 9
Choppers, Steep Edged Scrapers: Q..1artz, felsite 3
Chipped Hatchets: Basalt, gabbro 4
Atlatl Perforated Weigpts:
Barrel type (broken) 5
Wing type (broken) 4
Notched 3
Gouges: Broken am \Ihole (one grooved) 5
Drills: Notched eared, felsite am argillite 7
Perforators: Flint. quartz, etc. 5
Pl\.llIrets (Fishing Weigpts) :
Classic \Ihole am broken 4
Crude 2
Pestle-Like Tools: Bar am semi-rourrl 4
Adzes: Double bitted 1
Celts: Large, elongated 1
Club Prongs: Q,Jartz, felsite 4
Ulus: Slate, fragpentary 1
Large Spades (Harrl): Crop rock 3
Fleshers: Q..1artz, felsite 2
Shaft Abraders: Slate am siltstone 2
Perrlants:
Baroed slate am fragpentary slate (perforated) 2
Perforated effigy type 1
Retooehed Utilized Flakes: Muscovite quartz schist 2
Decorative Stones: Serrated dark green slate,




Figure 10. Hathaway site, Section 7, isolated finds:
1-4, Otter Creek-type points; 5,6, felsite triangular
points with excurvate and recurvate sides; 8, 9, 10,









Figure 9. Hathaway site artifacts, Section 7: 1-14,
Brewerton notched eared points; 15-22, quartz Brewerton
notched eared points. I, feat. III; 2,4, feat. IV; rest are
isolated finds. Note unequal ears of I, 3, II, 12.
Figure 12. Hathaway site finds, Section 7, feat. VIII:
I, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, six large ovate felsite stemless knives;
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Figure 11. Hathaway site finds, Section 7: 1, 2, 4, 5,
7, 8, Wading River-type points; 3, 9, tapered-stem
points; 6, flint side-notched point· 10 argillite tapered-
stem drill; 11, small quartz ste~med end scraper; 12,
flint perforator; 13, ovate argillite side scraper or
flesher; 14, fragment of slate ulu.
-00
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Figure 14. Hathaway site, Section 7, isolated finds,
atlatl weights: 1, 2, 3, barrel-type with hole; 5, winged
or crescentic type with hole; 4, 6, notched type.
!
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Figure 13. Hathaway site finds, Section 7: 1 (feat. IX),
2, 3, classic plummets or fishing weights; 4, crude
plummet; 5, basalt grooved gouge; 6 (feat. I), 7 .(feat.
VI), shallow concave bitted gouges; 8 (feat. I), chIpped
hatchet; 9 (feat. VI), dark green slate stone decorated
with serrations and incised markings; 10, perforated
effigy pendant; II, banded slate perforated pendant; 2,
3, 5, 10, and 11, isolated finds.
Figure 16. Hathaway site, Section 7, isolated finds: 1,
argillite stemless knife; 2, Genesee-type lance head; 3,
4, 9, large Genesee-type projectile points; 5, felsite
lobate stemmed lance head; 6, large felsite corner
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Figure 15. Hathaway site, Section 7: I, grooved
hammerstone (feat. XI); 2, granite percussor with edge
battering; 3, double bitted adz; 4, chipped hatchet; 5
(feat. II), large celt. Section 8: 6 (feat. III), oval
pestle-like tool with ground channels on both sides.




Figure 18. Hathaway site, Section 7, feat. XII: large
crude crop rock notched weight, 9.5 Ibs.
Figure 17. Hathaway site, Section 7: I (feat. XIII), 2
(feat. XIII), and 3, large slab rock hand spades; 4,
heavy end pick. 3 and 4 are isolated finds.
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RADIOCARBON DATES FROM MASSACHUSETTS: AN ANNOTATED LISTING
Curtiss Hoffman
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In 1985, I prepared for the Massachusetts Archaeological Society a chart entitled
"Radiocarbon Dates and Projectile Point Types." The purpose of this chart was to show
the chronological distributions of 29 types of points in New England and adjacent eastern
New York State. The format of the chart, with columns for each type listing the site,
state location, date, and range, accompanied by a bar graph and brief explanatory text, left
much to be desired, although for many of the dates included it was the first time they had
ever been published.
In Table I, Radiocarbon Dates from Massachusetts, I seek to clarify some of the
ambiguities contained in the chart, while at the same time presenting additional and
supporting data. The table includes not only radiocarbon dates that have accumulated since
the chart was published, but also dates for which there are no reasonably close associat-
ions. Due to this, I have decided to limit the range to Massachusetts only. Even so, a
total of 287 dates are included, from 93 sites in 53 towns throughout the Commonwealth.
I would like to acknowledge the cooperation of many researchers in providing me with
their materials, but especially Mitchell Mulholland (1984), with whom I have exchanged lists
from our parallel projects over the past five years.
The SITE NAME with its TOWN provenience is given for each site. Figure 1 shows
the distribution of dates by town in the Commonwealth. It should be obvious from this
that certain areas are much better represented than others in the radiocarbon data basco
In the opinion of this researcher, this is probably mostly due to the distribution of
archaeologists and their research biases, and does not accurately represent the prehistoric
distribution of populations throughout the state. This should be taken into consideration
when attempting to build regional syntheses.
The radiocarbon DATES are presented in reverse chronological order, from oldest to
youngest mean date, followed by the RANGE to plus or minus one standard deviation (± 1
sigma). It should be noted for readers unfamiliar with the nature of radiocarbon dating
that dates are really statements of statistical probability, not precise determinations.
There is a 68% probability that an event that produced a date in this table falls within one
standard deviation of that date. Increasing the range to ± two standard deviations (±2
sigma) produces a probability of 95% that the date falls within the range, but of course the
range is thereby enlarged. These properties of statistics should be taken into account
when attempting to determine whether two or more dates are actually contemporary.
Dates are expressed in terms of radiocarbon years RP. (before "present", which since
1962 has been considered as 1950 A.D.), not calendar years. This is partly because the
events associated with the RC./A.D. pivot upon which our calendar is based did not become
important to the native inhabitants of New England until the arrival of preachers like
Eliot and Mayhew in the mid-17th century. More importantly, dates have not been
converted to RC. or A.D. because of ongoing refinements of a number of issues relating to
the radiocarbon dating process, such as the accurate half-life of C-14, temporal variation
in C-14 production, the preferential selection by different plant and animal species among
the isotopes of carbon, and sundry other arcane matters (see Stuckenrath 1978; Browman
1981; Taylor 1987). Until these issues are settled definitively, it is pointless to convert
radiocarbon dates to our years. Browman (1981) has pointed out that laboratories using
differing methods can produce different results. As a cautionary tale, Pfeiffer (1983) has
shown that splitting samples from the same feature and sending the halves to different
Copyright 1988 by Curtiss Hoffman
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Figure 1. Distribution of Radiocarbon Dates by Massachusetts Towns (map of towns and
counties after MHC 1979; 10 miles = 16 km).
~
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laboratories produced dates which do not overlap even at two standard deviations. This
problem is particularly acute when dealing with dates processed before 1970. Some labora-
tories today regularly include corrections based on the proportion of C-13 in the sample;
some do not; others will provide. this service for an extra fee. Few archaeological reports
have indicated whether or not the C-13 correction has been applied; and it should not be
assumed to be either present or absent in any of the dates in the table. These factors
will affect fine-grained determinations of contemporaneity.
For these reasons, dates in this table are expressed as "raw" RP. dates, as they were
reported by the laboratory. Laboratories identify their dates using code letters to desig-
nate the laboratory, followed by a number which indicates the sequence in the series of all
dates run by that laboratory. The code letters in the "LAB NUMBER" column represent the
following la bora tories:
BEl'A -Beta Analytic, Coral Gables FL
BS = Birbal Sahni Institute, lJJckncw,
India
C = Chicago Laboratory, Universicy of
Califomia
GX = Krueger/Geochrrn, Carrbridge MA
I = Teledyne Isotopes, New York NY
11 = Universicy of Hichi.gan, Ann Arbor HI
N = Rikagaku Kffikyusln (Institute of
Physical and Chanical Research),
Wako-shi, SaitaIm, 351 Japan
o = HuniJle Oil
q:; = Q.1eens College, New York NY
TE11 = Tmple Universicy, PhiladelJilla PA
7D = Universicy of Ton:nto, CA1tario,
Canada.
UClA = Universicy of Califomia, Los
Angeles CA
UGA = Universicy of Goorgia, AthEnS GA
W = United States Goological Survey
Radi0carba2 Laboratory
Y = Yale Universicy, New HavEn cr
Only radiocarbon dates derived from archaeological contexts are listed. I know of
only four thermoluminescence dates from Massachusetts (Robbins 1980; Hoffman 1986b;
Eteson 1985). This method shows much promise for the future, especially for pottery, but
until it gets more use in the area it would not be appropriate to include these dates in a
comparative chart. Dates derived from geological and palynological studies have also not
been included, because they do not derive from the cultural events that we as archaeo-
logists study, even if they may relate to them indirectly. Those who are interested in
these materials are referred to recent articles by Stone and Borns (1987) and Oldale (1986)
for geological dates, and articles by Goldsmith (in Thorbahn 1982), Sneddon (1987), Winkler
(1982) and Whitehead et at. (1973) for palynological data. Dates from the bones of extinct
megafauna have also not been included, since these have as yet to be found in context
with cultural materials in Massachusetts (Parrish et at. 1983; Oldale et at. 1987).
Dates have been researched as carefully as possible. Many of them are available only
in cultural resource management surveys on file at the Massachusetts Historical Commiss-
ion, Boston. Some have not even that "grey" degree of publication. The process of
checking them was often complex and frustrating; not many researchers have taken the
admonishments and advice of Stuckenrath (1978), Browman (1981) and Kra (1985) when
publishing their dates. I have encountered dates with incorrect means, inconsistent dates
from publication to publication of the same site, incorrect or missing laboratory numbers,
and dates which were suppressed as "unsatisfactory".
The column labelled "MAT" lists the type of material from which the sample was
extracted, using a one-letter code: B for bone, C for charcoal, S for shell and W for
wood. There is considerable debate among archaeologists as to the interpretation of shell
dates as compared to charcoal dates; this data is presented in hopes that some formula for
equivalency can somehow be devised in the future.
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The point types noted in the ASSOCIATIONS column follow the typology of Johnson
and Mahlstedt (1984) rather than Hoffman (1985). The sole exception to this is that
Johnson and Mahlstedt's Small Stem II, III and IV have been lumped together, since in my
opinion there is no valid formal, chronological or geographical separation that can be made
between them. Their Small Stem I category (formerly Bare Island, Merrimack, etc.) remains
distinct, however. It cannot be overemphasized that point styles in New England do not
constitute formal, mutually exclusive types (Ford 1954), and that there is likely to be a
degree of overlap among archaeologically defined types intrinsically. There is also the
possibility of misidentification by the excavator. I have personally inspected most of the
points included herein and take full responsibility for any misidentifications.
The NUMBER following the point type in the association column is to be interpreted
as a degree of association as follows (Hoffman 1983:36): a "3" indicates that the point was
found outside the feature but within five meters of it, within the same stratigraphic unit,
and may be interpreted as "probably" associated. A "4" indicates that the point was found
within the fill of the feature, though not with the actual dated material, and should be
considered as "definitely" associated. Finally, at the suggestion of Dr. Charles Nelson, with
whom I have had numerous profitable discussions on these matters, a "5" indicates points
that were actually found within the charcoal, bone or shell from which the date was
extracted. These dates may be described as "unquestionably" associated, although it is of
course possible that they were heirloomed items deposited long after their date of manufac-
ture. However, the continued use of such items within a cultural system should be just as
interesting as their manufacture. Degrees "2", "1" and "0" (all more than five meters away
from the feature) are not used in the table, due to the increasing difficulties of estab-
lishing associations at these distances.
In the last column, REFERENCES are given with DATES of publication. Only the
first author of a multiple-authored work is li~ted, for space reasons. In some cases, the
referenced publication contains information about the site, or even the feature from which
the date was extracted, but not the date itself. Especially in cultural resource management
studies, time pressures often do not permit the archaeologist to wait for the processing of
the dates before producing a survey document. Some researchers seem to think that
publication in the journal Radiocarbon satisfies their responsibility in this regard.
Unfortunately, some of the laboratories commonly used by Massachusetts archaeologists do
not submit their dates to that publication. Furthermore, Radiocarbon is not an easy source
in which to find dates; the author has scoured its, pages several times over the past few
years and still occasionally encounters New England dates previously missed. There is no
cross-indexing by region, let alone by state or site. The Editor of the Bulletin of the
Massachusetts Archaeological Society has taken the laudable stance of insisting that
radiocarbon dates funded by the Society be published in detail in the Bulletin. I hope that
this article will stimulate the publication in full of back dates by researchers in the region.
There remains, however, a residuum of dates which are unpublished either in regular
journals and monographs or manuscripts and cultural resource management reports. In
these cases, the citation in the final column is listed as "P.c.", for Personal Commun-
ication. The following persons were kind enough to contribute dates from unpublished
sites: Shirley Blancke, Paul Gardescu, Barbara Luedtke, Thomas Lux, John Pretola, George
Stillson, and James Whittall.
This list is published for the benefit of the membership of M.A.S., and its use in
future research is encouraged. No conclusions are drawn herein about any of the data.
Researchers are encouraged to come to their own conclusions concerning any or all of
these dates. It should be noted that for the period before 5000 B.P., the data base is not
particularly robust, and should be used with considerable caution. For subsequent periods,
however, any number of studies could rely upon data drawn from this table.
/\.fT)/
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TABLE l. RADIOCARBON DATES FROM MASSACHUSETTS.
SITE NAME TOWN DATE RANGE lAB NO. MAT ASSOCIATION NO. REFERENCE
BULL BROOK IPSWICH 9300 ±400 M-807 C CLOVIS 3 BYERS 1959
CHARLESTOWN MEAD. WESTBORO 9120 ±280 GX-10925 C NEVIlLE 3 HOFFMAN 1987B
SMAll STEM 3
BULL BROOK IPSWICH 8940 ±400 M-81O C CLOVIS 3 BYERS 1959
BULL BROOK IPSWICH 8720 ±400 M-808 C CLOVIS 3 BYERS 1959
WMECO GILL 8685 ±370 GX-6986 C KIRK CORNERNOTCH 4 CURRAN 1979
BULL BROOK 2 IPSWICH 8565 ±285 GX-6279 C CLOVIS 3 GRIMES 1984
DOUBLE P BRIDGEWATER 8555 ±200 GX-7508 C BIFURCATE 3 THORBAHN 1982
SAUGUS QUARRY SAUGUS 8095 ±415 1-8256 C FETCHKO 1975
PLYMOUTH STREET BRIDGEWATER 7980 ±200 BETA-15192 C BIFURCATE 4 HALlAREN 1988
GREEN HILL CANTON 7950 ± 95 UGA-580 C NEVIlLE 3 ROSSER 1980
STARK 3
GREEN HILL CANTON 7875 ±230 UGA-500 C NEVIlLE 3 ROSSER 1980
STARK 3
DOUBLE P BRIDGEWATER 7670 ±290 GX-7509 C THORBAHN 1982
BULL BROOK IPSWICH 7590 ±255 GX-6278 C GRIMES 1979
MORRILLS POINT SALISBURY 7245 ±460 GX-6990 B WHITTALL P. C.
MORRILLS POINT SALISBURY 7080 ±360 GX-6989 C KIRK CORNERNOTCH 4 WHITTALL P. C.
NEVIlLE VAR. 3
BULL BROOK IPSWICH 6940 ±800 M-809 C CLOVIS 3 BYERS 1959
JOHNSON I TAUNTON 6910 ±160 BETA-15194 C STARK 3 HOFFMAN 1980
DOUBLE P BRIDGEWATER 6505 ±120 GX-7570 C THORBAHN 1982
CEDAR SWAMP-9 WESTBORO 6490 ±100 BETA-20875 C NEVIlLE 4 HOFFMAN 1987B
PEACE HAVEN FREETOWN 6460 ± 75 UGA-830 C OTTER CREEK 3 ATHEARN 1980
MORRILLS POINT SALISBURY 6325 ±235 GX-6746 C KIRK CORNERNOTCH 3 WHITTALL P. C.
NEVIlLE VAR. 4
STARK 3
TITICUT BRIDGEWATER 5750 ±720 C-809B C ROBBINS 1967
NORTON RESERVOIR NORTON 5640 ±280 GX-7474 C THORBAHN 1982
WMECO GILL 5530 ±180 GX-7007 C CURRAN 1979
BULL BROOK IPSWICH 5440 ±100 GX-6277 C GRIMES 1979
WMECO GILL 5250 ±145 GX-2993 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 THOMAS 1980
WMECO GILL 5240 ±210 GX-2994 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 THOMAS 1980




WMECO GILL 5200 ±200 GX-2995 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 THOMAS 1980
PEACE HAVEN FREETOWN 5165 ±215 GX-3664 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 3 ATHEARN 1980
SMAll TRIANGLE 3
SMAll STEM I 3
OAK TERRACE NORWOOD 5110±110 BETA-12925 C LEVEIlLEE 1987B
CHARLESTOWN MEAD. WESTBORO 5100 ±250 GX-10094 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 3 HOFFMAN 1986B
VOSBURG 4
PONKAPOAG CANTON 4960 ± 75 UGA-012 C NEVIlLE 4 MARTIN 1977
STARK 3
SMAll TRIANGLE 3
BOYLSTON FISHWEIR BOSTON 4860 ±130 0-1902 W DINCAUZE 1973
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SITE NAME TOWN DATE RANGE lAB NO. MAT ASSOCIATION NO. REFERENCE
COVE QUINCY 4840 ± 45 GX-12419 S SMAIL TRIANGLE 4 NELSON 1986
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 4835 ±250 GX-7085 C SMAIL TRIANGLE 4 THORBAHN 1982
NORWEll. ESKER NORWEll. 4800 ±110 BETA-15190 C SMAIL STEM I 4 HALIAR.EN 1988




CHARLESTOWN MEAD. WESTBORO 4750 ±130 BETA-23655 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 WARFIELD 1988
ATLANTIC 4
F1AGG SWAMP MARLBORO 4750 ±100 BETA-4056 C HUNTINGTON 1982
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 4720 ±140 M-1350 C ROBBINS 1980
CUMSHEll. BIlJFF CONCORD 4660 ± 70 TO-239 B BIANCKE P.C.
BEAR SWAMP I BERKLEY 4640 ± 80 Y-2499 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 BARNES 1972
SMAIL TRIANGLE 3
SMAIL STEM 3
WMECO GIll. 4540 ±160 GX-6996 C ATLANTIC 4 CURRAN 1979
WAYIAND IANDFIll. WAYIAND 4500 ±100 BETA-21314 C GARDESCU P.C.
BOYLSTON FISHWEIR BOSTON 4500 ±130 0-474 W DINCAUZE 1973
CASTLE HIll. WAYIAND 4480 ±110 BS-225 C LARGY 1980
GREEN HIll. CANTON 4460 ± 80 BETA-15193 C STARK 3 HOFFMAN 1986A
SMAIL TRIANGLE 3
BOYLSTON FISHWEIR BOSTON 4450 ±130 0-475 W DINCAUZE 1973
REEDY MEADOW PEPPEREll. 4415 ±205 GX-10108 C MAHlBTEDT 1985
CUMSHEll. BIlJFF CONCORD 4410 ± 70 TO-240 B BIANCKE P.C.
WAYIAND IANDFIll. WAYIAND 4400 ±110 BETA-21313 C GARDESCU P.C.
GREEN HIll. CANTON 4390 ± 70 UGA-1236 C NEVIllE 4 ROSSER 1980
ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4
SMAIL STEM 3
CHARLESTOWN MEAD. WESTBORO 4365 ±105 UGA-932 C HOFFMAN 1986B
GRANFIELD AGAWAM 4340 ± 90 BETA-12049 C PRETOlA 1987
WAPANUCKET 3 MIDDLEBORO 4320 ±250 W-363 C SMAIL STEM 3 ROBBINS 1980
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 4305 ±180 GX-7411 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 THORBAHN 1982
SMAIL STEM 3
WAPANUCKET 6 MIDDLEBORO 4300 ±250 M-969 C ROBBINS 1980
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 4290 ±140 GX-ll04 C STARK 4 ROBBINS 1980
SMAIL TRIANGLE 4
SMAIL STEM 4
SHATTUCK FARM N. ANOOVER 4290 ±145 GX-9000 C IlJEDTKE 1985




WAPANUCKET 6 MIDDLEBORO 4250 ±300 M-764 C SMAIL TRIANGLE 4 ROBBINS 1980
SMAIL STEM 4
F1AGG SWAMP MARLBORO 4220 ± 80 BETA-4049 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 HUNTINGTON 1982
VOSBURG 4
HORNBlOWER II GAY HFAD 4220 ±160 Y-1530 C OTTER CREEK 3 RITCHIE 1969
ARCHAIC NOTCHED 3
SMAIL TRIANGLE 3
F1AGG SWAMP MARLBORO 4200 ±120 BETA-4059 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 HUNTINGTON 1982
VOSBURG 4
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SITE NAME TOWN DATE RANGE IAB NO. MAT ASSOCIATION NO. REFERENCE
BFAR SWAMP II BERKLEY 4~_80 ± 75 UGA-386 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 BARNES 1972
SMAll STFM I 3
SMAll STFM 3
BFAR SWAMP I BERKLEY 4145 ± 65 UGA-389 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 BARNES 1972
SMAll STFM 3
HORNBLOWER II GAY HFAD 4140 ±100 Y-1529 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 RITCHIE 1969
SMAll STFM I 3
SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3
TITICUT BRIDGEWATER 4140 ±260 C-809 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 ROBBINS 1967
SMAll STFM 3
SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3
WES1HFAD SHEllllFAP BOSTON 4135 ±225 GX-2528 B SMAll STFM 3 DINCAUZE 1974
G.B. CRANE NORTON 4135 ±300 GX-9277 C SMAll TRIANGLE 4 1HORBAHN 1983
SMAll STFM 4
CASTLE HIll WAYIAND 4100 ±155 GX-7640 C URGY 1980
BFAR SWAMP II BERKLEY 4080 ± 85 UGA-389 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 BARNES 1972
SMAll STFM I 3
SMAll STFM 3
NEWCOl1B STREET NORTON 4080 ±145 GX-7406 C SMAll STFM 3 1HORBAHN 1982
FIAGG SWAMP MARLBORO 4070 ± 60 BETA-4467 C SMAll STFM 4 HUNTINGTON 1982
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 4050 ±190 GX-7574 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 3 1HORBAHN 1982
SMAll STFM 4
PETERSON CHIlMARK 4020 ±1l5 1-3103 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 RITCHIE 1969




BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 4015 ±150 GX-7471 C SMAll STFM 3 1HORBAHN 1982
SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 4010 ±140 GX-7090 C ORIENT FISHTAIL 4 1HORBAHN 1982
SMAll STFM 3
CEDAR SWAMP -9 WESTBORO 4000 ±1l0 BETA-20876 C SMAll TRIANGLE 3 HOFFMAN 1987B
OAK ISlAND MARSHFIELD 3990 ±100 GX-10508 C SMAll STFM 3 HALI.AREN 1988
OAK TERRACE NORWOOD 3990 ±120 BETA-l1014 C NEVIllE 5 LEVElILEE 1985









BAlD HIll NORWEll 3950 ±160 GX-13679 C STRAUSS 1987
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3945 ±135 GX-7468 C ORIENT FISHTAIL 4 1HORBAHN 1982
SMAll STFM 3
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3925 ±140 GX-7571 C 1HORBAHN 1982
19BN308 EASTHAM 3925 ±180 GX-9703 S MCMANAMON 1984
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 3910 ±100 Y-1l68 C ROBBINS 1980
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3900 ±155 GX-7088 C 1HORBAHN 1982
BALD HIll NORWEll 3885 ± 90 GX-13678 C STRAUSS 1987
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SITE NAME TOWN DATE RANGE lAB NO. MAT ASSOCIATION NO. REFERENCE
CANOE RIVER WEST NORroN 3865 ±210 GX-7084 C SMAlL STEM 4 THORBAHN 1982
BOYLSroN FISHWEIR BOSroN 3850 ±390 C-418 W DINCAUZE 1973
PLYMOUTH STREET BRIDGEWATER 3840 ± 70 BETA-25026 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 3 HALlAREN 1988
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 3765 ± 65 UGA-1412 C SUSQUEHANNA BD. 4 ROBBINS 1980
OAK ISlAND MARSHFIELD 3750 ±100 Y-1923 C SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3 SCOTHORNE 1968
ATlANTIC 3
G.B. CRANE NORroN 3740 ±280 GX-9279 C THORBAHN 1983
CEDAR SWAMP-3 WESTBORO 3720 ± 70 BETA-15197 C ATlANTIC 3 HOFFMAN 1986B
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3715 ±180 GX-7410 C THORBAHN 1982
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3670 ±185 GX-7575 C THORBAHN 1982
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 3655 ± 55 UGA-860 C ROBBINS 1980
PAQUETTE WARREN 3610 ± 90 GX-12870 C SUSQUEHANNA BD. 4 PRETOLA P. C.
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 3610 ±130 M-1213 C ROBBINS 1980
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3605 ±145 GX-7576 C THORBAHN 1982
OAK TERRACE NORWOOD 3600 ±110 BETA-12790 C NEVILLE 4 LEVEILLEE 1985
SMAIL TRIANGLE 4
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 3550 ±130 M-1212 C ROBBINS 1980
READ FARM SEEKONK 3535 ±130 UGA-635 C UJX P.C.
OAK TERRACE NORWOOD 3530 ± 80 BETA 11015 C ARCHAIC NOTCHED 4 LEVEILLEE 1987B
BEAR SWAMP II BERKLEY 3520 ±180 GX-2418 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 4 BARNES 1972
ORIENT FISHTAIL 4
SUSQUEHANNA BD. 4
FlAGG SWAMP MARLBORO 3500 ± 70 BETA-4051 C HUNTINGTON 1982
FlAGG SWAMP MARLBORO 3490 ± 90 BETA-4050 C ATlANTIC 4 HUNTINGTON 1982
READ FARM SEEKONK 3475 ± 70 UGA-921 C UJX P.C.
NEWCOMB STREET NORroN 3470 ±125 GX-7082 C THORBAHN 1982
VINCENT WAYlAND 3470 ±125 GX-0568 C WAYlAND NOTCHED 3 DINCAUZE 1968
ATlANTIC 3
CHARLESroWN MEAD. WESTBORO 3460 ± 90 BETA-19923 C WARFIELD 1988
BEAR SWAMP II BERKLEY 3445 ± 80 UGA-387 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 4 BARNES 1972
SMAlL STEM 4
WAPANUCKET 8 MIDDLEBORO 3435 ± 85 UGA-393 C ROBBINS 1980
OAK TERRACE NORWOOD 3430 ±200 BETA-12926 C NEVILLE 4 LEVEILLEE 1987B
G.B. CRANE NORroN 3425 ±265 GX-9278 C THORBAHN 1983
FlAGG SWAMP MARLBORO 3420 ± 70 BETA-4055 C HUNTINGTON 1982
NEWCOMB STREET NORroN 3395 ±150 GX-7405 C THORBAHN 1982
19BN308 EASTHAM 3350 ±170 GX-9702 S MQ1ANAMON 1984
FlAGG SWAMP MARLBORO 3340 ± 90 BETA-4058 C HUNTINGTON 1982
19BN390 EASTHAM 3315 ±145 GX-9706 C SMAlL STEM 3 MQ1ANAMON 1984
ATlANTIC 3
CALF ISlAND BOSro~ 3315 ±140 GX-6376 C UJEDTKE 1980B
NEWCOMB STREET NORroN 3295 ±220 GX-7083 C THORBAHN 1982
19BN308 EASTHAM 3260 ±135 GX-9700 S MQ1ANAMON 1984
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 3260 ±155 GX-7409 C THORBAHN 1982
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 3250 ±180 GX-7089 C THORBAHN 1982
PLAIN STREET NORroN 3245 ± 70 UGA-2922 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 3 THORBAHN 1982
OAK TERRACE NORWOOD 3210 ±100 BETA-12791 C NEVILLE 4 LEVEILLEE 1985
READ FARM SEEKONK 3145 ± 65 UGA-922 C UJX P.C.
PLYMOUTH STREET BRIDGEWATER 3120 ±100 BETA-25025 C SMAlL STEM 4 HALlAREN 1988
ATlANTIC 4
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MILL STREET RANDOLPH 3020 ± 90 BETA-16516 C NEVIlLE 3 HOFFMAN 1986A
SMAlL TRIANGLE 3
ORGUIT FIELD OXFORD 2990 ±155 GX-9986 C WAMSLEY 1983
BIACK BEAR SU'ITON 2935 ±190 GX-9216 C COX 1982
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 2845 ±160 GX-7079 C SMAlL STEM 4 THORBAHN 1982
ATlANTIC 4
PURGATORY II SlITTON 2805 ±140 GX-7472 C ATlANTIC 4 COX 1982
SOAPSTONE HILL MIlLBURY 2730 ±120 Y-1399 C SMAlL STEM 3 FOWLER 1966
ATlANTIC 3
COVE QUINCY 2665 ± 45 GX-12417 S NElSON 1986
CEDAR SWAMP-3 WESTBORO 2655 ±155 GX-10096 C ORIENT FISHTAIL 4 WARFIELD 1986
CEDAR DElL POND S. DARTMOUTH 2590 ± 80 1-12210 C MACKIE 1983
HARTFORD AVE. UXBRIDGE 2570 ±130 BETA-9254 C SMAlL STEM 3 RITCHIE 1985
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 2565 ±150 GX-7470 C THORBAHN 1982
PETERSON CHIlMARK 2540 ±105 1-3101 C SMAlL STEM 3 RITCHIE 1969
IAGooN 4 .
PRATT VINYD HAVEN 2470 ±120 Y-1531 C RITCHIE 1969
OAK ISIAND MARSHFIELD 2460 ± 60 BETA-7764 C ROSSVIlLE 3 HAUAREN 1988
PLYMOUTH STREET BRIDGEWATER 2400 ±120 BETA-23654 C HAUAREN 1988
PRATT VIN. HAVEN 2380 ± 80 Y-1532 C IAGOON4 RITCHIE 1969
WATER STREET BOSTON 2370 ± 80 BETA-6734 C GREENE 3 SHAW 1984
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 2355 ±180 GX-7086 C THORBAHN 1982
CEDAR SWAMP-3 WESTBORO 2350 ± 85 GX-10924 C STARK 4 WARFIELD 1986
JOHNSON II TAUNTON 2320 ±190 GX-7081 C THORBAHN 1982
PETERSON CHIlMARK 2310 ±100 1-3102 C IAGooN 3 RITCHIE 1969
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 2310 ±1l0 GX-7408 C THORBAHN 1982
MORRIlLS POINT SALISBURY 2295 ±160 GX-8032 C GREENE 3 WHITTALL P. C.
HARBOR ISIANDS BOSTON 2285 ±125 GX-2698 C SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3 DINCAUZE 1974
MEADOWIANDS CANTON 2270 ±1l0 BETA-6947 C VOSBURG 3 RITCHIE 1983
SMAlL TRIANGLE 3
RUMFDRD RIVER MANSFIEID 2245 ±130 GX-7473 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 3 THORBAHN 1982
BEAR SWAMP II BERKLEY 2210 ± 70 UGA-388 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 4 BARNES 1972
CEDAR SWAMP-3 WESTBORO 2200 ± 85 GX-10923 C NEVIlLE 4 WARFIELD 1986
REEDY MEADOW . PEPPEREll 2190 ±165 GX-10110 C SMAlL STEM 3 MAHLSTEDT 1985
CANOE RIVER WEST NORTON 2180 ±130 GX-7407 C THORBAHN 1982
CEDAR SWAMP-3 WESTBORO 2130 ± 70 BETA-15196 C STARK 3 HOFFMAN 1986B
VINCENT TISBURY 2080 ± 80 Y-1854 C IAGOON 3 RITCHIE 1969
VINCENT TISBURY 2050 ± 80 Y-1812 C RITCHIE 1969
BASS POINT BOSTON 2030 ± 80 GX-10880 C WEDTKE P.C.
VINCENT TISBURY 2030 ± 60 Y-1813 C RITCHIE 1969
KNOll C ATTLEBORO 1900 ± 80 BETA-2238 C HUNTINGTON 1981
MIll RIVER MENDON 1900 ±200 M-1083 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 3 RooP 1963
SMAlL STEM 3
ATIANTIC 4
HOCCOMONCO #3 WESTBORO 1890 ±125 GX-4912 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 3 HOFFMAN 1986B
SMAlL STEM 3
SNAKE RIVER WEST TAUNTON 1885 ±125 GX-7578 C ORIENT FISHTAIL 3 THORBAHN 1982
WATER STREET BOSTON 1810 ± 50 BETA-6732 C GREENE 3 SHAW 1984
ARTHUR DEAN NANTUCKET 1800 ± 80 TEM-129 C EIDRIDGE 1979
SESUIT HARBOR DENNIS 1790 ±120 QC-222 C PARDI 1980
ML-1 BOSTON 1785 ± 80 GX-10879 C SMAlL TRIANGLE 3 WEDTKE P.C.
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COVE QUINCY 1740 ± 60 GX-12418 S NELSON 1986
19NF81 QUINCY 1710 ± 70 GX-13732 B NELSON 1988
SHATIUCK FARM N. ANDOVER 1710±130 GX-9002 C llJEDTKE 1985
SHATIUCK FARM N. ANDOVER 1680 ±125 GX-9001 C LEVANNA 4 llJEDTKE 1985
QUIDNET 6 NANTUCKET 1680 ± 80 1-9734 S lAGOON 4 LITTLE 1984
GREENE 4
LEVANNA 4
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 1670 ±125 GX-7469 C THORBAHN 1982
MORRIu..s POINT SALISBURY 1665 ±170 GX-7424 C WHITTAll.. P. C.
SAUGUS QUARRY SAUGUS 1645 ±200 1-8257 C FETCHKO 1975
STAIANO WAYlAND 1610 ±360 N-1584 C GREENE 4 BlANCKE 1978
19BN390 FASTHAM 1600 ±130 GX-9705 C MCMANAMON 1984
VINCENT TISBURY 1600 ± 60 Y-1811 C LEVANNA 3 RITCHIE 1969
QUIDNET 6 NANTUCKET 1575 ±160 GX-4528 B lAGOON 4 LITTLE 1984
GREENE 4 .
LEVANNA 4
19BN274 EASTHAM 1570 ±120 GX-9551 S S~d\l.L TRIANGLE 3 MCMANAMON 1984
CUNNINGHAM TISBURY 1550 ± 80 Y-1533 C GREENE 4 RITCHIE 1969
FOX CREEK 4
JACKS REEF PENT. 4
JACKS REEF C-N 4
INDIAN NECK WElLFLEET 1490 ± 80 1-13477 B MCMANAMON 1986
19BN341 EASTHAM 1460 ±155 GX-9560 S MCMANAMON 1984
lAGOON POND OAK BllJFFS 1430 ± 60 Y-582 C lAGOON 3 HUNTINGTON 1959
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 1400 ±125 GX-7573 C FOX CREEK 3 THORBAHN 1982
WMECO GILL 1375 ±155 GX-2996 C LEVANNA 4 THOMAS 1980
19BN341 EASTHAM 1375 ±155 GX-9562 S LEVANNA 4 MCMANAMON 1984
RUMFORD RIVER MANSFIEill 1370 ±160 GX-7430 C LEVANNA 3 THORBAHN 1982
19BN274 EASTHAM 1285 ±120 GX-9552 S GREENE 4 MCMANAMON 1984
JACKS REEF PENT. 4
FlAGG SWAMP MARlBORO 1270 ±100 BETA-4057 C MEADOWOOD 3 HUNTINGTON 198.!
LEVANNA 3
19BN274 EASTHAM 1265 ±130 GX-9550 C SMALL TRIANGLE 3 MCMANAMON 1984
JACKS REEF PENT. 3
LEVANNA 3
INDIAN NECK WElLFLEET 1260 ±130 1-13476 B MCMANAMON 1986
WHEELER SALISBURY 1240 ± 70 BETA-3178 S JACKS REEF PENT. 4 BARBER 1982
WHEELER SALISBURY 1230 ±140 GX-9031 C WHITTAll.. P. C.
CEDAR SWAMP-26 WESTBORO 1150 ± 90 BETA-l7207 C HOFFMAN 1986B
19BN341 EASTHAM 1110 ±150 GX-9557 S SMALL TRIANGLE 3 MCMANAMON 1984
ATlANTIC 3
19BN341 EASTHAM 1090 ±155 GX-9559 C SMALL TRIANGLE 3 MCMANAMON 1984
LEVANNA 3
CEDAR SWAMP-4 WESTBORO 1090 ±110 BETA-19922 C NEVILLE 3 HOFFMAN 1987A
STARK 4
19BN308 EASTHAM 1075 ± 50 GX-9704 S SMALL TRIANGLE 4 MCMANAMON 1984




WAYlAND lANDFILL WAYlAND 1060 ± 60 BETA-21312 C GARDESCU P.C.
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SITE NAME TOWN DATE RANGE lAB NO. MAT ASSOCIATION NO. REFERENCE
WAYlAND lANDFIll WAYlAND 1050 ± 60 BETA-21311 C GARDESCU P.C.
RED LEAF NORWOOD 1030 ±140 BETA-ll0ll C SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3 LEVEIllEE 1985
lAGOON POND OAK BWFFS 1030 ± 70 Y-583 C lAGOON 3 HUNTINGTON 1959
POWEll KINGSTON 1025 ± 75 GX-13719 C OTTO 1987
WHEELER. SALISBURY 1010 ± 80 BETA-3144 C JACKS REEF PENT. 4 BARBER 1982
RAM PASTURE NANWCKET 1010 ± 95 M-1502 C LEVANNA 4 STOCKLEY 1965
19BN341 FASlliAM 1000 ±145 GX-9561 S LEVANNA 4 MCMANAMON 1984
VINCENT TISBURY 990 ± 80 Y-1814 C RITCHIE 1969
STAIANO WAYlAND 975 ± 80 N-1587 C SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3 BlANCKE 1978
CEDAR SWAMP-3 WESTBORO 970 ± 70 BETA-15195 C JACKS REEF C-N 4 HOFFMAN 1986B
19BN341 EASlliAM 970 ±120 GX-9555 S SMAlJ.. TRIANGLE 3 MCMANAMON 1984
LEVANNA 4
MORRIlJ..S POINT SALISBURY 965 ±125 GX-6448 C WHITTAlJ.. P. C.
INDIAN CROSSING CHICOPEE 960 ± 95 QC-991 C JACKS REEF PENT 4 UlRICH 1977
LEVANNA 4
MARSHAlJ.. NANWCKET 960 ± 80 GX-1577 C PRETOlA 1973
BlACK BFAR SUTTON 955 ±155 GX-9218 C COX 1982
INDIAN NECK WElLFLEET 935 ±125 GX-7777A B LEVANNA 4 MGMANAMON 1986
BUTLER. CENTERVIlJ..E 935 ±130 GX-10229 C STIlJ..SON P.C.
INDIAN CROSSING CHICOPEE 930 ±110 QC-950 C JACKS REEF PENT. 4 UlRICH 1977
LEVANNA 4
INDIAN NECK WElLFLEET 915 ±120 GX-7777G B LEVANNA 4 MCMANAMON 1986
19BN308 EASlliAM 910 ±145 GX-9701 S LEVANNA 3 MCMANAMON 1984
19BN341 EASlliAM 890 ±150 GX-9558 C SMAlJ.. TRIANGLE 3 MCMANAMON 1984
LEVANNA 3
VINCENT TISBURY 890 ±100 Y-1853 C RITCHIE 1969
FREETOWN CAIRNS FREETOWN 875 ±160 GX-9683 C MAVOR 1983
BlACK BFAR SUTTON 855 ±145 GX-9217 C SMAlJ.. STEM 3 COX 1982
BUTLER. CENTREVIlJ..E 850 ±130 GX-10228 C STIllSON P.C.
JOHNSON II TAUNTON 850 ±130 GX-7698 C LEVANNA 3 THORBAHN 1982
G.B. CRANE NORTON 850 ±205 GX-9280 C THORBAHN 1983
NORWEll ESKER NORWEll 840 ± 70 BETA-15189 C HAilAREN 1988
WHEELER. SALISBURY 825 ±135 GX-7591 C WHITTAlJ.. P. C.
\ NOOK FARM PLYMOUTH 810 ± 70 BETA-18103 S LEVEIllEE 1987,\COVE QUINCY 800 ± 50 GX-12420 S NELSON 1986
\ CUNNINGHAM OAK BWFFS 800 ± 80 Y-1652 C LEVANNA 4 RITCHIE 1969\
\ FREETOWN CAIRNS FREETOWN 790 ±150 GX-9684 C MAVOR 1983
\ HORNBLOWER II GAY HEAD 790 ± 80 Y-1653 C SMAlJ.. STEM 3 RITCHIE 1969
\
\ JACKS REEF PENT. 3
INDIAN NECK WElLFLEET 785 ±230 GX-7779 B MCMANAMON 1986
\
N~K FARM PLYMOUTH 780 ± 60 BETA-18104 S LEVEIllEE 19871\
EPA'. PAlMER 780 ±135 GX-4892 C SMAlJ.. TRIANGLE 3 BAWDEN 1977,
SMAlJ.. STEM 3
SUSQUEHANNA BD. 3
ROZENAS 2 RAYNHAM 780 ±120 GX-7467 C LEVANNA 3 THORBAHN 1982
REEDY MEADOW PEPPEREll 765 ±150 GX-10109 C MAHLSTEDT 1985
WHEELER. SALISBURY 750 ± 70 BETA-3177 C JACKS REEF PENT. 4 BARBER 1982
HARTFORD AVE. UXBRIDGE 740 ± 80 BETA-8929 C ORIENT FISHTAIL 3 RITCHIE 1985
MORRIlJ..S POINT SALISBURY 740 ±130 GX-8031 C WHITTAlJ.. P. C.
VINCENT TISBURY 720 ±100 Y-1852 C LEVANNA 4 RITCHIE 1969
SHATTUCK FARM N. ANDOVER 695 ±145 GX-9003 C WEDTKE 1985
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WHEELER SALISBURY 690 ± 80 BETA-3145 S JACKS REEF PENT. 4 BARBER 1982
STAIANO WAYIMID 665 ± 85 N-1585 C GREENE 4 BlANCKE 1978
STAIANO WAYIMID 640 ± 85 N-1586 C BlANCKE 1978
SANDY NECK BARNSTABLE 625 ± 95 1-1965 C BUCKLEY 1968
HARTFORD AVE. UXBRIDGE 610 ± 70 BETA-8928 C RITCHIE 1985
TREE FARM HANSON 600 ± 70 BETA-15191 C LEVANNA 3 HALlAREN 1988
19BN323 EASTHAM 590 ±1l0 GX-9554 S MCMANAMON 1984
HORNBLOWER II GAY HEAD 570 ± 80 Y-1528 C LEVANNA 4 RITCHIE 1969
UMASS FIELD STA. NANTUCKET 565 ±145 GX-6377 C llJEDTKE 1980A
INDIAN CROSSING CHICOPEE 565 ±100 QC-951 C JACKS REEF PENT. 4 UlRICH 1977
LEVANNA 4
EPA PAlMER 545 ±130 GX-4875 C BAWDEN 1977
EPA PAlMER 500 ±120 GX-4874 C BAWDEN 1977
EPA PAlMER 445 ±1l5 GX-4893 C BAWDEN 1977
INDIAN CROSSING CHICOPEE 445 ±100 QC-949 C JACKS REEF PENT. 4 UlRICH 1977
LEVANNA 4
NEWCOMB STREET NORTON 435 ±1l5 UGA-2919 C THORBAHN 1982
BEAR HOllOW SUTTON 425 ±150 GX-9215 C LEVANNA 3 COX 1982
CALF ISlAND BOSTON 410 ±1l0 GX-3652 C llJEDTKE 1980B
STEPPING STONES HOLBROOK 400 ±150 BETA-16517 C HOFFMAN 1986A
CEDAR SWAMP-4 WESTBORO 390 ± 80 BETA-19921 C MADISON 5 HOFFMAN 1987A
PETERSON CHIIMARK 385 ± 90 1-3100 C RITCHIE 1969
MARSHALL NANTUCKET 385 ± 95 GX-1870 S PRETOlA 1973
19BN410 PROVINCETOWN 370 ±120 GX-9707 C MCMANAMON 1984
BEAR HOllOW SUTTON 340 ±150 GX-9214 C LEVANNA 3 COX 1982
HARTFORD AVE. UXBRIDGE 290 ±100 BETA-9255 C RITCHIE 1985
FOllINS POND BARNSTABLE 250 ±120 UClA-216 C POHL 1960
PlAIN STREET NORTON 235 ±130 GX-7087 C THORBAHN 1982
SNAKE RIVER EAST TAUNTON 205 ±120 GX-7463 C THORBAHN 1982
G.B. CRANE NORTON 200 ±205 GX-9281 C JACKS REEF PENT. 4 THORBAHN 1983
LEVANNA 4
SNAKE RIVER WEST TAUNTON 195 ±105 GX-7464 C THORBAHN 1982
ROZENAS 2 RAYNHAM 195 ± 80 GX-7403 C THORBAHN 1982
ROZENAS 2 RAYNHAM 190 ±1l5 GX-7404 C THORBAHN 1982
BAY STREET 1 TAUNTON 180 ±130 GX-7572 C THORBAHN 1982
19BN323 EASTHAM 180 ±1l5 GX-9553 C MCMANAMON 1984
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR (Excerpts)
Howard R. Sargent
...the article by Philip Brady ("Artifact, Purpose Unknown, Natick, Mass.," B.M.A.S.
48:22,23) was of special interest. My first impression is that [the artifact] is a rather
remarkable example of an abrader or grindstone. The material (fine-grained sandstone)
leads to that suggestion, but also the three V-shaped grooves on one face provide some
support. The geologist's examination indicates that the specimen is unicompositional, which
implies that the large groove was not produced by differential weathering. Thus, my
impression remains that an abrader of unusual character is represented. Similar stones
from our sites in New Hampshire, especially those that show faceting (flattened surfaces),
are usually described as abraders, because of the facets, but none shows the degree of use
suggested by the Natick specimen. Due to the weakly cemented structure of our specimens,
we are unable to identify striations that would immediately suggest abrasive action; I
presume that striations are also absent on the Natick specimen.
There is another point that should be made with reference to the Natick artifact, and
that is that very often at our prehistoric sites we find stones of unusual shape or color
that show no signs of manufacture or use. Qne example of these has been the rather high
incidence of clay dogs (or clay stones, see F. Loomis 1948, Field Book of Common Rocks
and Minerals. G. P. Putnam) on the Hunter site in Claremont, New Hampshire. The site is
at the confluence of the Sugar and Connecticut Rivers in an area of stratified silts, but
relatively few clay dogs. Their presence on the site, therefore, is seen as intentional and
somehow relates to some aspect of cultural behavior. Some of the objects have been fired,
and in one instance one was found in a hearth.
We are dealing with stone age people who spent a great deal of time seeking out
useful lithic materials. From their close inspection of rocks and stones in their environ-
ment, they were probably as quickly attracted to the "unusual" as we moderns. Therefore,
whether or not the Natick artifact was used as an abrader, it might still have functioned
as a curiosity. We may very often overlook those subtle inclusions in a site that may
actually be revealing to us the presence among the ancients of two traits that lead us on
Sunday afternoon junkets to the flea market - inquisitiveness and acquisitiveness.
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NOTES TO CONTRIBUTORS
The Editor solicits for publication original contributions related to the archaeo-
logy of Massof:husetts. Authors of articles submitted to the Bulletin 0 f the Massachu-
setts Archaeological Society are requested to follow the style guide for American
Antiquity (48:429-442 [1983J). Manuscripts should be sent to the Editor for evaluation
and comment.
Manuscripts. typed as originals with two copies. should have margins of 3 centi-
meters (1 1/4 inches) on all edges. 'Corrasable paper should NOT be used. Typing
should be on one side of paper only with ai least double spacing. Proper heading and
bibliographic material must be included.
Authors with Apple. MAC and IBM-PC compatibles are encouraged to mail floppy
disks containing their files or send them electronically in ASCll to the editor.
Bibliographic references should be listed alphabetically by author and presented
as follows:
Gookin. Vaniel
1970 Historical Collections of the Indians of New England (/674 J.
Jeffrey H. Fiske. annotator. Towtaid Worcester.
Several references by the :;ame author should be lfsted chronologically by year. Refer-
ence citations in the text should include the author's name, date of publication. and
the page or figure number. all enclosed in parentheses. as follows: (Bowman and Zeoli
1973:27) or (Ritchie 1965: Fig. 12).
All illustrations. called figures. should be submitted as originals. Each figure
should fit within the space available on a Bulletin page, which is 17 cm by 23 em (6 &
3/4 x 9 inches). allowing for margins. Full, half or quarter page figures should be
planned carefully. Space must be allowed for a caption for a full page figure.
Reduction of figures to the proper size is the responsibility of the author. but the
editor can offer advice in special cases before the final figures are made.
Figures must be referred to in the text and are to be numbered in their order of
reference. with their number placed lightly on the margins of their reverse sides.
Every item in each figure and each person should be identified. All lettering must be
clear and legible and have high contrast; dry transfer letters available at any :;tation-
ery store are fine. No pencil drawings are acceptable. Photos must be glossy prints
with high contrast. Scales with dimensions should be included with all figures for
which they are appropriate. Captions. not a part of the illustrations. should be typed
on a separate sheet in order and numbered to correspond to the figures.
Dimensions and distance:; should be given in metric units or in metric units and
English units. If feet and inches are used. they are ta be spelled out.
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